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What have we made that can 
be used in practice so far?
1. Uitkomstmaat (outcome 
measures) dashboard at UMCU



Grand goal: aid clinicians and patient towards making a more informed 
decision, aimed at finding a useful treatment more quickly

Provide insights into (causal) 
relations of patient characteristics, 
treatment outcome and side effects 
in an app that utilizes real-time 
patient data



Current gold standard “treatment outcome” depressive symptoms: Hamilton 
questionnaire, since 1960!*

*Table from Max Hamilton, 1960

• High administrative burden!

• NOT the treatment outcomes 
(individual) patients and 

clinicians are interested in



• 34 clinicians at UMCU were 
interviewed

• Thematic analysis revealed 4 
major themes

Clinicians’ views on treatment goals

Treatment 
goal

Symptoms Wellbeing Social/ 
work

Patient-
dependent



Source Theme(s)* Structured Availability Relevance Quality

Clinical notes 1, 2, 3, 4 No High, 98-100% High High

Correspondence 1, 2 No High, 87% High Medium

Kennedy Axis V questionnaire 1, 2 Mixed Low, 21% High Medium

Crisis prevention plan 1 Mixed Low, 1% Medium Low

Global Assessment of Functioning 
(GAF) end score

1, 2 Yes High, 75% Medium Medium

Juridical status 1, 2 Yes High, 100% High High

Destination after dismissal 1, 2 Yes High, 100% Medium Medium

Medication use 1 Yes High, 93% Medium Medium

Positive health questionnaire
end score

4 Yes Low, 17% High High

Lab measurements 1 Yes High, 83% Low High

Assessment of information available in EHR
theme 1 = symptom reduction, 
2 = social functioning, 
3 = general well-being, 
4 = patient's experience.



Previous work on NLP at UMCU/ PsyData by Vincent Menger

• PsyNLP library: rule- and 
dependency based entity and 
context detection
– Word2vec model trained on UMCU 

clinical notes
– Adapted slightly for this scenario https://github.com/vmenger/psynlp



Use PsyNLP to extract information on moments of change from each theme 
from clinical notes 

Clinical 
notes

Sentence 
splitter

Detect theme Detect change Check context

Symptoms

Social

Wellbeing

Experience

Total  
changes 

per patient 
per  theme



Theme Mean number 
of sentences 
concerning 

theme

Mean number of 
sentences 

with relevant
change in theme

Examples of sentences 
marked as correct

Classification 
accuracy of 

pipeline

Core 
symptoms

101 7.9 “Nervousness increased 
over the course of the day”,
“The patient appears 
drowsier than before”

0.988

Social 124 3.7 “Friendly, more in touch 
than yesterday”

0.997

Well-being 113 6.1 “This afternoon, the patient 
felt less well”,
“Had less energy”

0.953

Patient 
experience

158 9.2 “Says that it is going well, 
has the idea that it is going 
better and better”

0.993

Results of PsyNLP-based classifier in 2020 clinical notes



Integration in 
dashboard
Work with data scientist Femke 
Coenen from PsyData, UMCU





Example data for presentation



Example data for presentation



Example data for presentation,

no real patient data



This July: deployment through Rstudio Connect in 
collaboration with central IT department UMCU



What have we made that can 
be used in practice so far?
2. Safestats package for real-
time data analysis



The Safestats package

https://github.com/AlexanderLyNL/safestats



Example: next location of patients with treatment-resistant depression (I)

Aim: investigate if intervention ECT is 
associated with increased probability of 
going home after treatment with a 
hypothesis test at significance level 0.05



This example: assume probability 0.7 of 
going home after ECT, and 0.9 after only 
medication treatment

Example: next location of patients with treatment-resistant depression (II)



This example: assume probability 0.7 of 
going home after ECT, and 0.9 after only 
medication treatment

Example: next location of patients with treatment-resistant depression (II)

Imagine partner clinical hubs running the 
same experiment: can simply exchange the 

E variables at any moment and multiply 
them to obtain collective evidence.



This example: assume probability 0.7 of 
going home after ECT, and 0.9 after only 
medication treatment

Example: next location of patients with treatment-resistant depression (II)

Imagine partner clinical hubs running the 
same experiment: can simply exchange the 

E variables at any moment and multiply 
them to obtain collective evidence.

Can directly be used for scientific 
communication: easily convertible to 
common measures, such as p-values 

and confidence intervals



Testing for stream data paper on ArXiv

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.02693

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.02693


What is the progress you plan 
to make during the coming 
half year?
Combining the two projects
(and a lot of writing..)



Networks visualizing (causal) relations between our outcomes, 
interventions and characteristics

• Developed for multiple patient groups:
– Antidepressant users at UMCU
– Antidepressant users at Parnassia
– ECT clients at UMCU

• Directed and undirected variants: 
which one to use? Or prediction only?

• Develop versions with safe confidence 
measures for confidence estimation in 
practice


